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摘  要 
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Taoism has always attached great importance to people's mind-nature problems. 
They think that the use of mind is the essential factors in Taoist ways to achieve 
results. During development of theory and self cultivation and refinement practice, 
Taoism formed a unique theory of Mind-nature. The Taoist theory of emotion and 
desire is an important part of the Taoist theories of Mind-nature. Emotion and desire 
control can lead calm to one’s mind, is an important foundation for Taoist cultivation 
and refinement practice. 
Quanzhen Taoism absorbed ideas from Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism 
theories, brought a lot of innovation in the theory of Mind-nature. Their theory of 
emotion and desire is rather unique because of standing for reducing oneself feelings 
and desires, bitter oneself and altruistic. In this paper, we mainly study the theory of 
emotion and desire of Wang Chongyang and his seven disciples, and study their 
progress of mind cultivation and refinement practices as cases. In the study, we use 
modern psychology, physiological as references to analysis the rationality, and try to 
provide reference method for people to settle down their mind and heart. 
Firstly, this dissertation has studied relationship between Quanzhen Taoist theory 
of emotion and desire and its tenet. The theory of emotion and desire is an important 
guarantee for achieving "full true to become an immortal ". 
Secondly, through contrasting with the subconscious theory of modern 
psychology, the author search for an oriental characteristics psychological structure, 
which show the significance of reducing one’s feelings and remain a tranquil mood. 
Through analyzing the selectivity, independence and introversion property of mind, 
the author discuss the changes of mind by reducing feelings and desires. 
Thirdly, based on Quanzhen Taoist historical materials, the author discusses the 
type of emotion and desire and their attitude towards all kinds of emotion and desire. 
Quanzhen Taoism gives a physical and psychological interaction model through using 
yin-yang thinking to explain human physical desire. 
Through contrasting with Maslow theory of self-realization, the dissertation 















ultra-secular motivation theory. The theory studied the rule when the level of man 
mental health was enhanced from ordinary level to the high-level. It’s a useful 
supplement to modern psychology, and has a positive significance for contemporary 
people to get beyond the material desires, to settle down mind, and to pursue a 
comprehensive expansion of the richness of life. 
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